Good Morning 2012 Berkeley Way Applicant Team:

City staff had a meeting regarding the trash pickup locations for your building, and determined that an agreement between BRIDGE and the City shall be made, in which 2012 Berkeley Way trash bins will be kept in the trash rooms at all times, until City Public Works staff, who will have access to the trash rooms, comes at a scheduled time to retrieve the bins, empty them and return them to the trash rooms. If any emergency requiring egress from Fire Station #2 occurs during trash pickup, PW staff can move the bins and/or the trucks to accommodate. Otherwise, the bins will never be left on the street.

Let me know if you have further questions on this matter.

Sharon Gong
Associate Planner, Land Use Planning Division
Planning and Development Department
City of Berkeley
1947 Center Street, 2nd floor
Berkeley, CA 94704
(510) 981-7429